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ABSTRACT 

Recent research has shown that certain stimuli are better remembered 6-monfht 

after initial exposure than after one week. An alternative explanation of these
 "» 

findings was tested. The explanation posited that the younger children 'Vemember" 

as well at one-week at 6-months later/ but at the earlier testing many do not realize% ' 

what aspect of the stimulus of experimenter'wishes reproduced. Findings indicated 

that pre-training to insure that subjects understood relevant1 stimulus attributes did 

not improve one-week or 6-mortfhs. performance. 
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O*e of 'he most shrining findings of »hs rec-ant Genevan research (|\helder 1969, 

Picgef 1907) Has been H<ot retention of visi-al stimuli i: dependent upon th>» opero'ion 

scherfes »nre$ that underlie tie cognition of those stimuli. More specifically, v/heny<.*ng 

children ore asked to remember o drawing which incu oorates logical operations just 

oeyond thf;jY present ci }nitiv<? structures, their obilit- to produce the visual stimulus 

six month-	 after the in tin! presentation seems to lx> grroter than after only a week's 

delay. T'tose studies |Alteme,er, Fulton, & Berry 19<9, Murray & Bousel I 1970) vMch 

have ott'.mpted to replicate (Sese findings nave mostl) '.one so. 

Assuming that fiis phenomenon does exist, it seerr,   iat the improved performance 

must be nttributed o a decodirj or retrie/cl rather th.n storoiie component oF the 

merror) process. Hat is, give- an initial exposure to   stimulus, the organism must in 

some *:.y store a -ether absoliV representation, and bci "read off" that representation 

as a fi net?on of h»s shemata; <!t; erwise how else could ii perform at a higher level 

giver ihe passage of time and nc re-exposure. However this implies On incredible 

starve capacity Is every visual experience presented < the child accurately filed 

owe; ? This seeing difficult to rccept, especially in tigit >f many contemporary 
» 

pp,ilions of mcmfry and perception (Neisser 1969, Gibssn \~>67).

Other exp 	motions are pt siible, and Altemeyer, e!-3l..i?69) tested o very 
*"'..,

;eniible alterrx/.'ive. These omors thought that <a ch'idrcnV)0.ome older they may 
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naturally tend to draw the criterion figures w?iK greater fiequency even without the 

inilial exposure. Altemeyer's work, however, Ji-J not fi.ia support for this position. 

Recently, Caldwell and Hall (1959) dg-ronsrrorcd that often children's poor per% 
formance on some tasks is dee to their misinterpreting the directions of the experiment I 

siruattori. That is, the task was seen to be something other than the experimenter* in

tended. When 
* 

the subjects were trained to understand the directions in the sarte *ay 

t'ne experimenter meant them, younger and older children performed similarly. 

Using this rationale another alternative explanation to the long-term memory phe

nomenon is possible, it might be argued that the Ifing term improvement can be at

tributed to the child's misunderstanding of the experimenter's demand* at the younger 

age, but as he grows older and has more experience dealing with adult direction, his 

understanding is more complete, and hence his performance improves. 

Therefore, it was predicted 'rhat after givt-n pre-training which insured that 

children knew which aspects of the stimulus array the experimenter deemed relevant, 

those children would perform as well on a one week recall task as they-or control 

children would almost six months later. A seriated arrangement of sticks, as used pre

viously (Piaget 1767, Inhelder 1969, Altemeyer, et.al. 1969), was chosen to be the 

visual array to be presented. ' 

METHOD ^ 

Subjects. Thirty-six children ranging in cge From 4.6 to 5.9 years (f( = 5<2 

years) served as subjects. The sample was composed of 18 boys and* 18 girls who were 

ttending nursery schools in the central New York area, Most subjects came from 

middle class families. 

a



  

Materials. A 35 x 55.D cm ihtct- or biiphf, clicw posterbjcrd wa: used. 
a 

Centrally motored on the board way/ seria!e ! crrjy or o>c?ni p red liccrics stick vzam'ie-.. 

The cand/ lengMi wos giaduated, from Icf r'o tighr, K;r 19 to 4.5 cm. Additional 

urmoun."jd licorice sticks of various sizes ond o cloa. i it-'e of ytlinv/ posr.rboard -veie 

also ut-?d. Licori< e candies were used to increase solici.ce o»" the stimulus array. A 
\ 

construction rather than drawing performance tcjk attempted to coritrol for oge differences 

in drc'ving ability. 

A'so, tw^ sketch po-^s with 21 .5 x .'7.5 -m ,-xjges were used. On each of i. 

vhJte f jges of on* pod cppeared two drawings of linei. In another identical pad fhr.e 

were /!) pairs of different geometric shapes. Both lines end shapes wore drawn by using 

a felt ipped, blc.:k mark jr. , . 

h the "lines pad, displays were randomly arranged so »hat 8-10 seriate'.) lir^i 

appeared on the rghf or left half of the pcge and on the other half of the page 

appeared 8-1C lines I.T one cf several rion-seriot'eo* artcy;. 

"Geometric design" pages were composed of two geometric designs (e.g., t:
-^' a 

f iongle and circle) each sharing half of .the poge, again position being randomly 

assigned. 

Procedure. £ was brought by o male E to on experiment;/' room adjacent to 

he nursery school .com. S wos told he was going to play a game wich required Kin 

to select-which of 'wo pictures was correct. Experimental Ss were tl\?n presented the 

sketch pod on whi;h appeared paired drawings of ve-tical lines, Thu con^ol Ss we-e 

» * * . " . " 

presented fhe-sl-cjrch pad in which there were pictures of paired 
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gec-rielric shapes, one of \vhich ACS l.ela' constonf over pages. Unknown to the children 

if 3 seriated lines (or the constant geometric shqpa) were designated os correct and 

c'-ildren were told after each choice whether they hqd been correct or wrong. 

All children continued the discrimination task for twenty trials. Most cl! the 

cK.idren caught on quickly and gave correct responses for most of thr trials. 

After the discrimination trials were completed, £ told S to look very carefully at 

a picture because S would have to make one just like it later. The seriated array of 


mounted licorice sticks was then presented for about thirty seconds during which tine 


E reiterated that S should look at it very carefully so that he could remember it.
 

One week and six months later E returned and put in front of 1 a blank, bright 

yellow sheet of posterboard, identical to the one on which the licorice-stick array had 

been mounted. E told S to remember the picture of the licorice slicks he was shown 

previously and "make one just like it." E then showed S a large assortment of different 

sized licorice sticks, indicating that the picture should be made on the large y3!levy 

posterboard sheet with the condy sticks. 

RESULTS 

Each childs' reproduction was recorded by E and later eve uated according to 

accuracy of reproduction. The rating system for accuracy dev .'loped b/ Altemeyer et.al. 

(1969) was used. The reproduction was rated 1-9, with larg<; scores indicating better 

reproductions. 

Because the distribution of the performance scores did n.if appear norma'K' dis-

trtbyted, a median test was employed for data analysis. Performance between the 

six-month (X * 3.2) and the one week (5? '2.4) testing pertnds 
* 

was found to be signifi
' ' ' *

cantly differentXll) * 3.95, p<.05. No differences were fcund between the »
  '-   ' '~ "    '"'"' ':-&",M,'-l \ ...-.'. .'.:,.:.- '. v>,^.;-/':. .,-.;,- '^i 
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experimental and the control groups at either the one-week or six-months testing 

period. Nor were there any significant sex differences at either testing internal 

DISCUSSION 

This study hypothesized (hat Hie long term memory improvement phenomenon was doe 

to many younger subjects not attending to relevant orpects of the stimulus array. By 

insuring tf-.ot subjects knew t ,ese stimulus aspects were relevant, no diffemces were, 

expectec to be found between one week or six months recall performance. The results 

of this study were no* consi .vent * th this expectation. 

because observations 'rode following this study, it is known that most children 

crn construct the seriated order of sticks if asked when the pattern is present to refer 

'o. Th;s finding, couplet with tr,? results of the discrimination task used in this study, 

implies that children of f 1 Is age 'see" the pattern as seriated. This necessitates 

a view which says that o:erationi on visible stimuli must be different or a modified 

orm of operations used r Inforration retrieval. 

It should be noted tl.a!- almo.t 57% of the subjects used by Altemeyer et al., and 

68% of the subjects In ft '$ stud   did not improve (i.e., either performed worse or 

remained the same). Therefore, he process does not seem to effect over a majority of 

children. Overall, it ;ippear»(lut the intriguing long-term memory phenomenon 


presented by Piaget needs more theoretical and empirical clarification. 
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